Improvement of SSO-mediated gene repair efficiency by nonspecific oligonucleotides.
Targeted gene repair mediated by single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides (SSOs) is a promising method to correct the mutant gene precisely in prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems. We used a HeLa cell line, which was stably integrated with mutant enhanced green fluorescence protein gene (mEGFP) in the genome, to test the efficiency of SSO-mediated gene repair. We found that the mEGFP gene was successfully repaired by specific SSOs, but the efficiency was only approximately 0.1%. Then we synthesized a series of nonspecific oligonucleotides, which were single-stranded DNA with different lengths and no significant similarity with the SSOs. We found the efficiency of SSO-mediated gene repair was increased by 6-fold in nonspecific oligonucleotides-treated cells. And this improvement in repair frequency correlated with the doses of the nonspecific oligonucleotides, instead of the lengths. Our evidence suggested that this increased repair efficiency was achieved by the transient alterations of the cellular proteome. We also found the obvious strand bias that antisense SSOs were much more effective than sense SSOs in the repair experiments with nonspecific oligonucleotides. These results provide a fresh clue into the mechanism of SSO-mediated targeted gene repair in mammalian cells.